“Passion, beauty and intelligence”

Our holistic design solutions are based on the fundamental understanding that maximizing the financial potential as well as design excellence is paramount.
International Design Group

The International Design Group deals with all aspects of the design, development and consultancy of purpose-built residential, commercial and sports communities. Our broad array of inter-connected services create a single point of design responsibility which minimises the inevitable communication issues between the consultant team. Cutting edge design, exceptional service and complete dependability are all part of our mission statement.

International Architects

International Architects takes pride in a track record of producing unique architectural solutions that once seen and experienced are never forgotten. This is cost-effective for the Employer, ensuring that the design work is of the highest international quality and creates both immediate product recognition and premium value.

Jimmy Connors Tennis Stadium & Academy
What We Do

Amongst many others, International Architects offers the following services:

• Concept Architectural Design
• Detailed Architectural Design
• Statutory Evaluation
• Technical Site Appraisal
• Design Brief
• Value Engineering
• Sustainability Audits
• Concept Interior Design
• Timescale Programming
• Solar Performance Analysis
• Computer Generated Imagery and Video
• Physical Model Production

How We Think

All buildings have the opportunity to be unique and individually tailored as a response to understanding the developers aspirations, building’s function and individual site opportunities.

Our bespoke architectural solutions always have the capacity to be iconic in their own right. The majority of the work of International Architects is based on the premise of concept design which is usually realised in detail by local architects. Although a great deal of our work involves cutting edge architecture, we come from a fundamentally commercial background with a clear understanding of the needs of developers and are able to work within strict cost budgets.
Our Partners

Just a few of the partners and staff International Architects, or its predecessor PGA Design Consulting, have had the privilege of working with:

- Jimmy Connors Tennis Academies, International
- Carnoustie, India
- Sahara India
- Sahara India Commercial Corp
- The Cross Golf Club
- Ecosse Regeneration/The Royal Bank of Scotland
- Orchardleigh, England
- RBP, Russia
- Gazprom, Russia

Architecture Worldwide

The International Design Group and its staff have been involved in more than 350 developments worldwide. Our portfolio stretches from Europe to the Caribbean and to the Far East covering most of the globe.

Over the following pages are just some of those successful projects.
SAHARA LAKE CITY, INDIA: LODGE AND GOLF FACILITIES DESIGN

COCHIN ECO RESORT, INDIA